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LOGISTICS NEWS

India Outlook 2022:
Freight rates, box prices

continue to rise
 

Not a happy start to the New Year for

exporters and freight forwarders in

India and Asia as the volatility of spot

rates and contract rates continues to

spill over in 2022.

Container prices have risen at most of

the major ports in India by at least

12% in January itself because of the

Covid-19 Omicron variant that

disrupted the global supply chains.

Read More

Container port
congestion worsening at

start of 2022: Sea-
IntelPhoto: Port of

Rotterdam

What were described as “seemingly

interminable queues around the world”

have taken out 11% of global

containership capacity across 2021

while volumes grew at 7%. In normal

times around 2% of containership

capacity is tied up in waiting at ports.

Read More

JEENA NEWS

Here's what Mr. Cyrus
Katgara says in an

exclusive interview with
Flying Typers

 

 

“The key story for higher freight rates

is the signi�cant congestion on supply

chains.

     Strong demand for goods,

combined with COVID control

measures, have disrupted production

at manufacturers.”
 

Read More

TRADE NEWS

Projects worth ₹880

crore promised for

city

 

Member of Parliament Nalin Kumar

Kateel had apprised Union Minister

Sarbananda Sonowal of the projects that

needed to be taken up when he visited

Mangaluru last year
 

 

Read More

Construction of the

East Container

Terminal of the

Colombo Port

commences

 Construction work on the East

Container Terminal (ECT) of the

Colombo Port commenced on

Wednesday (12) under the patronage of

President Gotabaya Rajapaksa and

Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa.

Read More

Jewar airport to

help warehousing

sector to grow in

Noida

 

Warehousing in a location is driven

primarily by proximity to consumer

base, proximity to production and

manufacturing base and proximity to

major connectivity node like road,

airport and rail.
 

 

Read More

Dubai Customs, India

explore boosting

cooperation

Dubai Customs has organised a virtual

meeting with an Indian business and

trade delegation as part of their "Ertibat

Initiative" to enhance cooperation with

diplomatic missions and trade partners.

The meeting took place in the presence

of Ahmed Mahboob Musabih, CEO of

Ports, Customs and Free Zone

Corporation and Director-General of

Dubai Customs; and Dr. Aman Puri,

Indian Consul-General to the UAE.

Read More

RELATED NEWS

Textile sector

exports increase by

41% in April-

December 2021 as

compared to last

year

The textile industry has consistently

maintained a trade surplus, with exports

far outnumbering imports. Textile

exports slowed in FY 2020-21 due to a

pandemic that disrupted the supply

chain and demand.
 

Read More

India's overall

economic activity

remains strong, says

RBI article

Noting that manufacturing and several

categories of services remain in

expansion, the RBI article said, "Overall

economic activity in India remains

strong, with upbeat consumer and

business con�dence and upticks in

several incoming high-frequency

indicators". "Expectations that Omicron

may turn out to be more of a �ash �ood

than a wave have brightened near-term

prospects," it said.

Read More
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